It is the purpose of this note to show that the product space ol two quasi-complexes is a quasi-complex. Quasi-complexes The collection (X; {Ua}; Jir^}; {w^}) defines a quasi-complex X.
It is the purpose of this note to show that the product space ol two quasi-complexes is a quasi-complex. Quasi-complexes are spaces defined by Lefschetz in connection with the theory of fixed points. A product of quasi-complexes has the fixed point property then, if the Lefschetz number is not zero. This question was pointed out by Eldon Dyer at the Institute for Point Set Topology in Madison [5, p. 88]. 1 . Definitions.
The following definition, due to Lefschetz, is in [4, p. 322] . (d) all indices being understood in {a}, for every a there is a y, y>a, and for every ß an r]>ß, y (depending on a, ß) such that w,7 exists, satisfies (a), (b), (c), and if the simplex ayEN(Uy), then
The collection (X; {Ua}; Jir^}; {w^}) defines a quasi-complex X.
2. Products of quasi-complexes. Let (X; { Ua] ; {-faß} ; {w0O}) and (Y; {Va>}; {ira'ß'}; {üß'a'}) be two quasi-complexes. In order to
show that XX Y is a quasi-complex it is sufficient to show that the N(Ua) AN(Vß')->N(Ua) AN(Va'), defined for simplexes as iras
This is a projection associated with the inclusion of the sets of the product coverings, and in this manner XXY is provided with the coverings, nerves and projections of the definition. A retraction ijp+q: \o-pXrg\ ->|o-pXr5| will be constructed with the properties (1) the boundary of |<rpXTs| is mapped onto itself, (2) the simplex A is mapped onto |(tpXts| , (3) the image of the interior of each simplex is the interior of a set of the form U|<t*Xt'|, (4) the retraction induces a simplicial map on one subdivision of apXTq to another subdivision of apXrq.
For simplexes of the form UíXt¡, akXvi, «,-, Vi being vertices, rj* is the identity. For |o-"Xt«| the retraction ijp+q is defined recursively with respect to dimension; let \p+q be the stereographic projection from (uo, Vg) of the space of A to the space of simplexes of the form
there is a ray of the stereographic projection through each point of | <tpXt9\ ; \p+q maps each point of the ray r not in the (closed) simplex A into the intersection of the ray r with B. The points of AC\r are mapped by a continuous stretching which leaves (u0, vq) fixed, and sends rf~\A into r(~\B, in such a way that the map is continuous on |o-"Xr«| into |(TpXt3|.
Finally if in the space B the maps fip+q~l (which are defined using order relations among the vertices of B), are such that rjp+9~1(xi) =x2 and ri and r2 are the rays from (u0, vq) to xi and x2 respectively, then ßP+g ig defined as the map which maps rx onto r2, leaving (u0, vq) fixed, sending riC\A into r2C\A, ri(~\B into r2!~\B, and is continuous of |crpxH onto |<tpXt5|.
The map rjp+q is the composition ßp+qXp+q, and it can be seen that rjp+q has properties (1), (2), (3) that were prescribed.
In order to check (4), note that the inverse image of the simplicial decomposition of B under Xp+3 provides A with a simplicial decomposition. A is the join of A with the point (uo, vq), and the join decomposition is defined on A. Also there is a decomposition for the remainder of |ítpXt3|, whose simplexes are formed from the points of (|o-pXr5| -^4)P(the rays which intersect a fixed simplex of A), this set being made a geometric complex without the introduction of new vertices. The complex formed from this decomposition of |<tpXt3| will be denoted Ki.
The inverse image under Xp+3 of the simplicial decomposition of |<rpXr3|, as a cartesian product, provides another simplicial decomposition of A. This, together with the decomposition of K~i for the remainder of |o-pXt3|, provides |<tpXt3| with a simplicial decomposition, and this complex will be denoted K2.
The mapping induced by rjp+q of K2 on Ki can be seen to be simplicial. This induces chain mappings on the chain groups of K2 to Ki. Now r¡p+q induces a map of chains of avXrq into chains of apXrq; i.e. if D is an oriented r-simplex of apXrq, and jjp+s(|d|) = U|<t*!Xtí| , the r-chain whose coefficient is +1 for D and 0 for all other simplexes is mapped into the r-chain 2~2afDí > where D¡ are r-simplexes in apXTq, and a¿ is 0 if \D¡ | is not contained in U|ff*Xr!| ; otherwise the simplex (^P+,)_1|Z),' | = |Z?»| is a geometric simplex of the subdivision Ki of |<tpXt9|, and if £>/ is oriented, the condition that (?jp+9)-1 preserve order of vertices provides D{ with an orientation, and if this simplex is coherently oriented as a subdivision with the orientation of D, then fl,= +l; if not coherently oriented, a,= -1. Let this map be denoted rj.
It can be seen that rj:C(apXrq)-+C(<rpXTq) is a chain map, i.e. r]d=dr¡, for jj3,+'2 induces a simplicial map of K2 on Ku and every simplex of <rpXrq corresponds under the injection map to a chain of K2, which is mapped onto a chain of Ki which corresponds (see above) to a chain of apXrq. Since each of these maps is a chain map, the composition is. A map i] applied to each of the principal simplexes of N(Ua) XN(V".) provides the desired map of N(Ua)XN(Va-) into N(Ua) XN(Vc'). These maps agree on the common faces of the principal simplexes, due to the fact that they are defined in the same way for simplexes of less than maximum dimension. To check (a), the diagram
where 6, 6, 0', 6', are the maps induced on the chain groups by the deformation retractions, f, f, f, f', are maps as defined in [3] , has the properties (iraB Ana'a')~Öf (ir0s®#a'ß')r'Ö', (o>ßa Aü>fl'a<)~0'f/(coSc, ®üß>a>)Cd, (ußa®m'a')('xaB®Tra'ß')=<j0ßa,ira8<8)ua>a>ira'a'~'l., from which it is deduced that (o>ßa Aüß'a')(iraß Aifa<8<)~l. This is precisely condition (a). Condition (b) is immediate, and condition (c) is checked in the same manner as (a).
To establish condition (d), it is first shown that for normal spaces, (d) is equivalent to (d') below.
Denote the star of ay (i.e. the union of all sets which correspond to vertices of txy) by (<ry); define | co,7C(tr7) | to be the union of the stars of simplexes with nonzero coefficients in the images under o>,7 of chains of the complex formed by ay and its faces.
Condition (d'): For every a there exists a y, y>ct, and for every ß an t](a, ß), v>y,ß, and a mapping w,7 such that {(<77)W|co,7C(<r7)| } >Ua.
Since in a normal space every finite open covering Ua has a finite star-refinement U"v condition (d) may be applied to au y, ß, in. Since Thus using mappings w,7 and ¿j,'7-satisfying (d'), the mapping w,7 Aw,-7' satisfies (d'), since | (w^¿y7<)C(<r7AT7.) | C | «wC(«r7) | X | ¿y7'C(iy) |.
This completes the check, and the following may be stated.
Theorem.
The product of two quasi-complexes is a quasi-complex.
